6 MISTAKES EMERGING
LUMINARIES MAKE WHEN
SHARING THEIR DEEPEST WISDOM
That Prevent them From
Activating Alignment and Abundance
DAWN NOCERA
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Hiding Out & Not Being Seen

hIt's not that you are afraid to be seen by others as much as you are afraid to
honestly see yourself. A part of you still feels at war with the masculine and
feminine aspects of yourself as well as feeling a separation between the higher
and lower aspects of yourself. Learn to see the perfection of it all and see
yourself as an evolutionary being.
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Not Trusting Yourself

As an emerging luminary or a leading edge luminary you are constantly being
called to deeper levels of trust. Trust in your mental, emotional and DNA
superpowers. I've found that the more I experience and receive validation
of my own superpowers the more I trust myself. The more I trust my inner
superpowers along with my ability to do things I enjoy, the more fun life is for
me.
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Resitting Support

This is the point that has caused me the more personal pain over the years, I
tried to do it all by myself. There were times I thought it was weak to ask for
support or to let anyone know I needed help. Now, I reach out to one of my
luminary friends, or mentors for the support I need before I start making things
really complicated. Ask for support as soon as you feel things are getting hard,
or your are struggling. Allow other people's superpowers to be a support to you
when you need it.
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Pursuing The Wrong Desires
4
As a Leading Edge Luminary, your greatest quest is to know yourself through the
service to others. You help people, not because it is the right thing to do, but because it
is a part of you to do it. You can't stop yourself from wanting to help raise the vibration
of the world around you. Because of this your vibrational state matters more than
anything. One of the ways we remain stuck in a current frequency pattern or habit is by
pursuing desires which are not truly ours. Get clear on your own desires, but asking
yourself, "Who's desire is this?"
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Forgetting
Your Spiritual Practice

When we decide to become leaders, mentors, and guides we sometimes put the
doing of our luminary work before the BEING of our luminary work. Honor your
spiritual practice by making it a part of your routine. Allow your spiritual practice to
support you in all your doing. I have a spiritual practice and a ritual of doing the work
of selfappreciation every day. This is my time to be with the Divine within me.
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Trying To Be A Saint

Part of being a Leading Edge Luminary means your life is a light to others. When you
share your struggles and breakthroughs with others it gives them permission to have
their own struggles and breakthroughs in their lives. The wisdom of your life
experiences makes a bigger impact than keeping up with an appearance of being a
Saint.

Activate Your DNA Superpowers
Become the Leading Edge Luminary You Are Designed To Be
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